APPS TO GET YOU STARTED...
Image

App

Cost

Selected

Notes

Type

PRODUCTIVITY

Pages

$12.99

Must have productivity app. works with
word docs

PRODUCTIVITY

Numbers

$12.99

Must have productivity app. works with
excel files.

PRODUCTIVITY

Keynote

$12.99

Must have productivity app. works with
ppt slideshows.

PRODUCTIVITY

Elements

$16.99

visually rich ...big download ...over 1Gb

SCIENCE

Star Walk

$5.99

astronomy tools ...visually quite rich

SCIENCE

Google Earth

$0.00

3D earth ...pretty much same as the
desktop app ...very powerful, very useful
across a range of disciplines

SCIENCE

Brain Pop

$0.00

Science based weekly video animation
with quizzes, etc based on the video.

SCIENCE

SPARKvue

$0.00

data logging tool ...uses the internal
accelerometer to measure movement
and graph data ...can also be attached
via bluetooth to some data loggers (eg,
temperature probes, etc)

SCIENCE

Molecules

$0.00

3D models of molecular structure, eg
DNA or insulin

SCIENCE

Planets

$0.00

3D solar sytem model

SCIENCE

Reel Director

$5.99

digital storymaker and movie
editor ...not bad ...bit clunky ...worth
having

CREATE

Strip Designer

$3.99

similar to comic life ...

CREATE

Puppet Pals

$0.00

easy animation tool ...stories are created
and voiced by moving characters on a
stage and recording your voice ...puppet
animations are then played back
fullscreen.

CREATE

Animoto

$0.00

turns photos and music into cool musicvideo style clips

CREATE

Soundpaper

$5.99

type and draw notes, and record audio
at the same time ...perfect for lectures,
excursions, etc (privacy?)

UTILITY

World Clock

$2.49

no explanation needed

UTILITY

Good Reader

$1.19

file share/sync tool ...reads from all sorts
of useful places, eg, mobile me, google
docs, etc

UTILITY

$0.00

very useful app for transferring and
sharing files between iPad and home or
school computers ...teachers could also
use dropbox’s public folder to share files
with students.

UTILITY

Bento

$5.99

personal database tool ...it would be
possible to use ‘numbers’ to do similar
things. BENTO WILL PROVIDE THIS
APP FREE OF CHARGE FOR THE TRIAL
- THE MECHANISM FOR THIS TO
HAPPEN IS YET TO BE DETERMINED.

ORGANISE

Todo for iPad

$5.99

better named version of the ihomework
app ...does similar things but without the
focus being on the word homework

ORGANISE

Corkulous

$3.99

great visual thinking aid ...brainstorming
app

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

Sketchbook Pro

$9.99

great layer driven drwaing/painting/
sketching tool ...very powerful, quite
simple

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

Penultimate

$3.99

hand drawn notes tool (i think iDraft is
better, and it’s free)

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

Adobe Ideas

$0.00

sketching, drawing, idea noting
tool ...can have a photo layer added also DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK
for some cool drawing effects

Idea Sketch

$0.00

mind mapping tool

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

Draw

$0.00

good, simple drawing tool ...also has a
couple of simple drawing based
collaborative games included

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

Photo Pad by
ZAGG

$0.00

pretty good photo editor (ie, a simplified
DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK
photoshop-type tool)

iDraft

$0.00

nice drawing/sketching notepad, good
visual thinking tool

Popplet Lite

$0.00

mind mapper/idea mapping tool ...share
DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK
visual ideas

Pro Keys

$2.49

cool music maker ...can play a duet with
another user on the one ipad ...records
audio also to make a simple multitrack
recorder for singer songwriters.

MUSIC

Six Strings

$2.49

guitar, ukulele, steel drum app ...pretty
cool, gets away from the keyboardcentric nature of most music apps

MUSIC

Jam Pad

$0.00

music app that lets you play up to four
instruments at once ....fairly simple and
fun to use

MUSIC

Beatwave

$0.00

beats and music generator ...musical
ability not necessarily needed

MUSIC

Groove Maker

$0.00

Virtual dj ...fun, simple

MUSIC

rj Voyager

$0.00

visual beats and music making tool

MUSIC

Wolfram Alpha

$2.49

computational knowledge
engine ...useful across a number of
disciplines

MATHS

Graphbook

$0.00

3d models of complex mathematical
shapes (ie, fractals) ...that can be
rendered and manipulated in a number
of ways

MATHS

Pocket CAS
Lite

$0.00

graphical and equation editor/calculator

MATHS

Quick Graph

$0.00

3D graphing tool

MATHS

Math Board

$3.99

drill and practice maths tests ...various
levels can be set

MATHS

News Rack

$5.99

news aggregator ...rss reader

NEWS

Australian
Broadcasting
Corporation for
iPad

$0.00

abc news and tv show
content ...including video

NEWS

BBC News

$0.00

news articles and live radio player

NEWS

Getty Images

$0.00

images sourced from getty ...great for
current events, metaphorical
discussions, etc

NEWS

Reuters News
Pro for iPad

$0.00

access to Reuters news streams

NEWS

Guardian eyewitness

$0.00

image based news tool

NEWS

AP - Associated
Press

$0.00

really nice inteface for a news app

NEWS

History Maps

$0.00

some nice maps of the old world ...great
for history assignments

HUMANITIES

Wikipanion

$0.00

iPad friendly interface for wikipedia

HUMANITIES

iBooks

$0.00

1000’s of free books from project
gutenberg ...classics, shakespeare, the
brontes, lawrence, etc ....paid books
being added over time

READ

Dictionary.com
- Dictionary and
Thesaurus for
iPad

$0.00

self explanatory

READ

Marvel Comics

$0.00

comic book viewer ...some free comics
available ...extras can be purchased
from within the app

READ

DC Comics

$0.00

as above - different brand of comics

READ

$0.00

great surveying and data gathering
tool ...students can create surveys/
multiple choice/ opinion polls/etc and go
out surveying people ...sync and analyse
results when back online

SURVEYS/DATA

$0.00

eClicker is free on the student side,
eClicker Host is required for teachers to
create surveys and gather class data.
eClicker Host is $12.99. This app is
similar, but more powerful than the
Qwizdom tools.

SURVEYS/DATA

SCIENCE

CREATE

UTILITY

Dropbox

ORGANISE

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

DRAW/VISUALISE/THINK

MUSIC

MATHS

NEWS

HUMANITIES

READ

SURVEYS/DATA

Polldaddy

eClicker

(blank)
Total

$93.55

